Dear brothers and sisters,
It's been a party here in Madagascar. We hit the ground running in
Antananarivo, recording on the day I arrived.

Left: Antananarivo
We recorded the book of
Acts in Ntandroy (right).
Each person played a
different role. It was
cool to have all kinds of
people show up to lend
their voice. Some
journeyed over a day to
meet us. We stayed at a
Catholic center with a
lovely view of the city.

I had some anxiety about this trip:
about figuring out a new place,
communicating with people (who
speak mainly French and
Malagasy), and the many weeks of
recording work ahead of us. But
God has taken care of me better
than I expected. I have a translator,
Jusua, who has become a friend
(left). And we get to go out an
enjoy a rare pizza and ice cream.

After a week we headed south on a 25-hour journey. Our bus drove all day and all night, except for the
three times it broke down. We snaked along hill after hill of open land, passing rice paddies and
double-story mud houses. This was one of the few paved roads, we were lucky. One stretch is called the
“red zone” because of recent bandit attacks there. It's out in the middle of nowhere, so buses usually
drive in caravans of 20+ with a soldier riding along.

Arriving in Toliara on the coast

Typical food: rice, Zebu meat, and legumes which taste like a cross
between peanuts and beans. For breakfast, a baguette with tea and honey.

Right: A southern Malagasy family in their wooden house. Girls often wear face masks out in public to
look good at home.
Now in Toliara we're recording bible story sets in Ntandroy and Bara. This is just the start of more than
a dozen languages that have been translated or hope to be translated in Madagascar. There are
similarities between these languages and official Malagasy (most churches use official Malagasy
bibles) but it's important relationally and personally to reach out to people in their mother tongue.
We have university students serve as our speakers. They come from all over Madagascar, but we have
easy access to them here.

I'll be here another two weeks before heading back to Malawi. We will plan another trip here when all
the teams can be organized. This is hard work, so keep praying!
Prayer requests:
1) speed, accuracy and life in our recordings
2) that the people I train to record would be able to operate on their own, and find satisfaction in it
3) that God would give us wisdom to plan schedules, that we would understand and meet his priorities
4) that the lives of those involved here would be elevated and made sweeter
Yours in Christ,
Joel

